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Teach your child about colours with this hands-on My Little Carry Book. With lots of fun-filled pictures, your toddler will
love meeting farmyard favourites in this My Little Carry Book. Turn the pages with your child and watch as they develop
language and reading skills. Every bright, bold page introduces a different farmyard character or object - from a smiley
farmer and a shiny tractor, to a noisy donkey - with engaging rhyming words to read aloud. Your child will love the bright
spotty handle that they can carry and pretend they have a bag, just like you! A great series that your child can pick up
and carry around, wherever they go.
The Complete Book of Classic Ford Tractors presents the evolution of the popular machines from 1917 to 1996. Model
histories are accompanied by detailed specification charts and, of course, gorgeous photography of restored models.
Provides biographical information on the men and women who write and illustrate children's books
Once upon a time, a carpenter entered a forest and happened upon a wolf wearing a feathered cap. Quick, whose side
are you on? If you don't know, then keep reading. Stories provide a roadmap for life. This is because stories are life. But
oftentimes it's easiest to understand where we are when we can look through other eyesfrom the perspective of someone
else, living somewhere else, somewhen else.If you thought you knew The Book Tree, think again. Jane and Elizabeth
have updated this charming book with over 100 new book reviews, and whimsical illustrations from recommended titles
are scattered throughout. New formatting and four indexes (title, author, illustrator, and subject) make it easier than ever
to browse for that next well-worn favorite.
New in the popular Little Book series, Small World Play activities for both indoors and outdoors
The journey of life begins in the womb for human creatures, and the path each life takes is special. Each individual has a
journey to make, and each will take many turns as we learn to crawl, walk, and eventually run the many pathways,
roadways, byways, highways, expressways, and sometimes alleyways as we search for the truth of life. Life is so
beautiful—that is why everyone wants to hold on to it forever. For Claude B. McQueen, Sr.—called “Doshie”—life began in
a humble home in the South. One of eight children, Doshie learned early on that the greatest wealth a person can hope
to have is the love of family. Through each of life’s many struggles, Doshie and his siblings turned to each other for
courage and hope, and together they made life as beautiful as they could. And in the times when human weakness
pulled them apart, they learned just how valuable that familial bond is. Despite a lifetime of adversity, struggle, and
occasional sorrow, Doshie held to his optimism and love of his fellow man. His story is one of persistence, compassion,
challenge, and hope.
Sadie may seem like any other little girl, but like any other little girl, Sadie is absolutely individual, and along with her little
puppy, Winnie, by her side – her curiosity quite rightly gets the better of her as she explores and experiences the world
around her. In her own individual style she will take you on a journey through 35 of her very own stories. Like every little
girl should, Sadie doesn’t quite understand the strange idea of becoming ‘a grown-up’, she has much better things to
enjoy – just as you will too when you join Sadie and her never-ending curiosity.
Vintage Farm Tractors is the ultimate tribute to the classic farm tractor, detailing the entire history of collectible gas
tractors. Outstanding photography showcases more than 100 makes and models from 1900 to 1960.Ralph W. Sanders
provides in-depth coverage of all famous models along with many before seen tractors, prototypes, and rare variations.
He relates the overall trends and engineering developments that led to the manufacture of modern farm tractors,
discusses the development of farm tractors as an industry.
John Steinbeck's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, The Grapes of Wrath, was published in 1939. Set during the Great
Depression, the novel follows failed farmer Tom Joad and his family as they head from Oklahoma's Dust Bowl to the
promised land of the W
A lovely book for toddlers, this book is designed to include things a little boy might like or love and encourage boys to
read. It is a lovely book to share with little ones and is a simple book with appealing photos of cars, trains, a digger,
planes, a police car, bus, fire engine, pirate ship, tank and tractors. Targeted at 2-5 year old boys.The book has been
written in response to parents and children who wanted a younger version of my existing digger and tractor books
Paperback book, 34 pages 21.5cm x 21.5cm.
My First, Second, Third, Fourth and Fifth Books of Social Studies- a complete set of 5 books. The Books are well Informative and entirely
based on NCERT/CBSE syllabus.
Now in PDF. Teach your child about things that go with this hands-on My Little Carry Book. With lots of fun-filled pictures, your toddler will
love learning about things that go with this My Little Carry Book. Turn the pages with your child and watch as they develop language and
reading skills. Ten familiar vehicles can be found, each on a new bright page - from a big truck and a shiny bus, to a chunky-wheeled tractor
and a little sailing boat - with engaging rhyming words to read aloud. Then they all appear together on the final page for them to name again.
Your child will love the bright spotty handle that they can carry and pretend they have a bag, just like you. A great series that your child can
pick up and carry around, wherever they go.
Captain Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the USS Stargazer accompany engineer Phigus Simenon, a member of the lizard-like Gnalish, to
his home planet where he intends to participate in a survival competition. The test will allow the winners to contribute to the gene pool and
carry on the species. But Simenon soons realizes that his chances of survival have been sabotaged. Someone is out to kill him, and suddenly
it is up to Jean Luc and the Stargazer crew to save him. Meanwhile the Stargazer itself is also in mortal danger. In an effort to save a
research vessel, the Stargazer has locked on to the smaller ship, which is being pulled further and further into a deadly phenomenon every
minute. Lieutenant Commander Wu, sitting in the captain's seat for the first time in her career, is forced to make a series of life-or-death
decisions . . .
Teach your child about things that go with this hands-onMy Little Carry Book. With lots of fun-filled pictures, your toddler will love learning
about things that go with this My Little Carry Book. Turn the pages with your child and watch as they develop language and reading skills.
Ten familiar vehicles can be found, each on a new bright page - from a big truck and a shiny bus, to a chunky-wheeled tractor and a little
sailing boat - with engaging rhyming words to read aloud. Then they all appear together on the final page for them to name again. Your child
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will love the bright spotty handle that they can carry and pretend they have a bag, just like you. A great series that your child can pick up and
carry around, wherever they go., wherever they go.
Originally, Grandpa's Book was written as an attempt to leave a legacy for his children and grandchildren. The stories were just to good to
keep inside the family unit and the book(s) were soon passed around to friends. Shortly, strangers were calling for copies, many demanding
that the book be published, so that they too might own a copy. Comments from some delighted readers "I couldn't put the book down. My wife
couldn't understand why I wouldn't come to bed. She read the book and said that she absolutely understands why. She remarked that she
laughed at the punch lines and eagerly anticipated the next scrape that Grandpa Ray might get into." "Grandpa Ray is a master storyteller!"
"Pacing and cadence are effectively employed to make readers laugh at the punch lines." "Well-written, fun and easy-to-read, Grandp's
memoir brims with love, humor and warmth. He masterfully employs the techniques of anecdotes to create an invaluable legacy for his
children." "Grandpa Ray fill his personal memoir with amusing, instructive, and loving anecdotes as a legacy for his children, grandchildren
and great grandchildren."
Come along for a ride through the rolling hills of the farm. Flip each page to keep babies engaged and help the farmer complete chores using
different machines. Toddlers and preschoolers will love following along to plant the fields with the tractor, clear logs with a feller buncher, and
haul the load away in a flatbed. After clearing the wood, go to the construction site to build a house and furniture with the wood you helped
gather. Then, finish up the chores by harvesting the wheat, corn, and garden vegetables! Discover patterns in the squiggly tractor tracks,
practice counting birds in the trees, and spot different colors in the items on the page. Combine flipping each flap and learning about
machines on the farm for an entertaining experience with your little ones. John Deere Kids children's books recognize that the preschoolers
of today are the farmers, builders, and innovators of tomorrow. Content and formats are based on the legacy of a long-loved company that
encourages kids to play in backyards, dig in the dirt, get muddy, and learn where food and shelter come from. Activities under each flap
include searching, matching, counting, colors, comparing differences, and more All of our Flip & Find books are designed for little ones to
explore on their own or with their grown-up Made with sturdy board pages for little baby or toddler hands to read and lift each flap over and
over again Includes a take-along handle for little hands to carry wherever they go This officially licensed John Deere product is a perfect little
tractor book for boys or girls Collect the entire Flip-a-Flap board book series or more John Deere books for kids from Cottage Door Press!
Let the imagination of your child run wild! With this great vehicles coloring book from 4-8 years, the mental development of your child is
stimulated and creativity is encouraged! Scribble COLORING BOOK - Everything that drives! First coloring fun for the little ones! This coloring
book encourages with the help of small stories and instructions to complete the child-friendly illustrations. Scribbling, the first developmental
stage of children's drawing, is quite sufficient to be able to carry out the tasks. In this way, the little artists live out their creativity and help to
design their first picture book. Since it is about situations from their daily lives that are already familiar to them, this doodle coloring book
additionally strengthens their self-confidence! This coloring book offers: 50 vehicle coloring pages for boys and girls Large coloring areas
provide extra coloring fun Perfect for learning first vehicles and their pronunciation Promotes motor skills, concentration and creativity Ideal
for longer trips or rest periods Optimal format for children's hands Printed on one side to prevent coloring through Great gift for parents-to-be
and young families Painting is not only fun, but also smart! With great focus comes great success! By coloring regularly as a focusing
exercise, you give your child not only a meaningful occupation, but an important advantage in life.
"IN THE preparation of this book the author has tried to give an interesting account of the invention and workings of a few of the machines
and mechanical processes that are making the history of our time more wonderful and more dramatic than that of any other age since the
world began. For heroic devotion to science in the face of danger and the scorn of their fellowmen, there is no class who have made a better
record than inventors. Most inventions, too, are far more than scientific calculation, and it is the human story of the various factors in this
great age of invention that is here set forth for boy readers." -Preface
The Night Battles is a haunting tale by M.F. Bloxam. The narrative revolves around two Sicilian archivists, Joan and Cosimo, who after getting
acquainted with a group of mafia are forced into the battle of spirits.
My Little Carry Book: Tractors will keep kids entertained as they learn about tractors of all different colors and sizes.

Once there were no stone walls. For the fiercely idealistic Yankee homesteader, a small family farm was worth fighting
for, and the rocky soil yielded far more than walls. Cleared and plowed, it fed a family and provided a living. Oxen gave
way to horses, horses to tractors, and still the farm persisted and the family persevered, each generation overcoming the
challenges of their day. Two hundred years later, the farm, ever generous in its rewards, has not changed; but society
has shifted, forgetting its connection to the land that nourishes us. It is time we remembered. Birth, Death and a Tractor is
the story of a small family farm in Somerville, Maine, from its settling in the early 1800s to its perilous transfer to a new
farm family in 2008. Chronicling the history of seven generations, it is a reminder of the role small farms have played in
our national and family histories, and a challenge to find innovative ways to re-connect our communities to this rich but
threatened resource.
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